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EDITOR’S NOTE
Congratulations to team Denmark for winning the ETC
warm up! Are the Danes now the favourites for the
ETC proper? Time will tell. My own team came in 4th
place which is respectable. Finishing over Team Sweden but below the other 3 national teams present.

Welcome back to the 9th Scroll! I hope the last issue
was well received. We had some great feedback over
the last few months and we hope we can continue to
put out a regular and high-quality product.
We had some problems with the resolution and image quality of Issue 3 shortly after release but it was
rectified after a few hours. For those (few thousand)
who downloaded the issue in the first few hours of
release, you might want to go back and take a second
look!

As always, I would like to encourage everyone and anyone who is a reader of The Scroll to give us feedback
both positive and negative. This is the only way we
can improve the magazine in the long run.

We have moved up in the world and have a new email
We had a crazy amount of traffic and downloads of address for The Scroll. You can contact us directly now
the last issue which was fantastic to see and I hope at the following address:
this following will only grow in the future.
scroll@the-ninth-age.com
Issue 4 of the scroll will again bring you a mixture of
topics from around the hobby. From painting masterpieces to background stories and information on future releases.
This month personally for me has been quite busy
in the hobby. The ETC warm up in Denmark and the
preparation for it has taken up some of my hobby
time. Trying and failing to get my Zombie Dragon built,
painted and ready was the highlight of last month and
probably the next few months to come!

Layout and creation of the Scroll
Spiritual Father - Blonde Beer
Document Layout - Henry Peter Miller (henrypmiller) & Remy Manuel (cyprinus)
the 9th Age
website: www.the-ninth-age.com
email: scroll@the-ninth-age.com
Issue Date
July 2017
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PAINTING COMPETITION

an article by: Movementtray.com and the 9th Scroll Team

Last Issue we gave the 9th age community a challenge: Paint a single model in 2 months and send us some
pictures. We were sent many fine specimens, both large and small; models from all over the globe, from various companies as well as conversions! Thanks to all those who submitted entries to the competition.
However, one model stood out amongst the rest.

A huge congrats to

Kapten Kluns
and his fantastic
Demon Prince of
Lust conversion!
Completely built from scratch, kit
bashed and painstakingly highlighted
we thought his entry ticked all the
boxes.

We will be in touch with regards to your prize! Another big thanks to Movementtray.com for the prize support
of a €50 gift card for this Competition. You can check out their fantastic movement tray solutions for all game
systems at Movementtray.com
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TIME TO MAGNETIZE

MOVEMENTTRAY.COM
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SAURIAN ANCIENTS NARRATIVE
an article by: Geof Higgins

Back in April, there was a competition on the Saurian Ancients forum. Those with a flair for the written
word were asked to come up with a short story. There were many good entries that were considered but
our favourite was ‘Changes’ by Geof Higgins. If you have not read the story yet, you will find it on the next
two pages.

Geof will be receiving a Firstborn on a Rapotor model from
Hidden Dreams recent Saurian Ancients release. You can
find Hidden Dreams, their brand new Saurian Ancients and
all their other models at:
http://www.facebook.com/HiddenDreamsMiniatures/
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SAURIAN ANCIENTS NARRATIVE

Changes
Paquiliztli moved quickly down the darkened corridor, his soft feet landed
lightly on the stone surface. He kept his body low, and hugged the wall as he
sought to remain undetected. His mission tonight, was desperate and he knew
discovery would unravel all he hoped to achieve. Even if he were successful
much of his dream would be in tatters.
He paused briefly as he approached the crossroad ahead. He peered carefully
around the corner to see two tall Saurian Warriors on guard. At any other
time, he would have simply walked past them, and each of them would have
acknowledged the coming of the High Skink Priest with barely a word.
But these were new guards - true Temple Guard - who served the new master,
Tlaltecuhtli. The Cuatl Lord would arrive tomorrow and take up residence in
the temple. Paquiliztli had little time to cover his tracks and no time to explain
to the fanatical warriors what he needed to do. Instead he carefully summoned
a small portion of magic and cloaked himself in darkness. As silently as he
could he moved across the hallway and into the next corridor.
He had to make the same effort another half dozen times before he made it into
the oldest part of the temple, now blocked off and never used. With a new Lord
in attendance, however, things would change and this had forced his own hand.
There was information there that had to be covered up and destroyed lest a
schism be unleashed when he was not ready.
The skink priest moved as quickly as he could now the Temple Guard had been
avoided. No one other than himself had been here for years, and no one other
than himself knew the danger of what was contained within. Paquiliztli quickly made his way to the last door on the right in a small corridor, not far from
the old library. It was here many of the old manuscripts lay; undisturbed for
almost 300 years. And it was here a secret lay that would threaten the foundations of Saurian society.
As much as it pained him, Paquiliztli knew it had to be destroyed. The door in
front of him was plain, unadorned by any great symbols or emblems. He took
out the only known key and turned it in the lock. The old mechanism groaned
at the intrusion, but still functioned enough to turn. Tonight would be the
last time it would need to.
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He moved inside and took in the view before him. Hundreds of old scrolls and
dozens of large leather books were spilled across the room. Each of them contained knowledge that Paquiliztli had only just begun to appreciate. It was a
travesty it would never be revealed, but the danger of Teopixqui Chan’s predictions was too great. Not for the first time Paquiliztli cursed the unchanging
nature of Saurian society. Its stagnant, ordered culture had lead it into great
mistakes and problems.
And within this room lay the cure. But it was a cure none were ready yet to
take. He knew only too well how the knowledge of Teopixqui Chan, a simple skink
priest who had foretold many momentous events and had warned his fellows how
to avoid disaster. Chan’s work, however, had been forbidden by the Cuatl lords.
Paquiliztli knew only two well the hushed tales of skink priests who had once disobeyed the orders of their superiors and sought to redefine their role in the world.
And he knew of their failure.
Knowledge of the old ways, the dominion of Saurians across the world and the
slavery of other species to the ancient cause, was as Paquiliztli knew, not the
issue. Few if any of his fellow Saurians felt anything less than antipathy or
even hated towards other races. But none knew the failure of their once mighty
dominion lay at the feet of the old Cuatls. Unmoved, rigid, undeterred by the
passing of years, they had not acted; they had not headed the words of a prophet,
and the entire world suffered for it. They were fools then, and fools now.
Such knowledge, such answers were forbidden to all and any trace of Teopixqui
Chan had been scoured from history. For all Paquiliztli knew all but this one
room remained of the great priest’s work. Thus, what he did tonight pained him
greatly but it had to be done. To challenge the authority of the Cuatl Lords
would be impossible now. To dissent now would only lead to failure as he and
any converts would be quickly purged. If he was to act it must be done carefully
and planned with precision. He would have only one opportunity to shake the
foundations of Saurian civilisation, and the time was not yet right.
With a heavy sense of sadness, he lit a lantern and cast it onto the pile of ancient words. Teachings that could have saved the world from ruination and war
were soon swallowed up by flame. Paquiliztli paused only to slip a small leather
bound book into his bag and then ran. One day he would start another fire and
its flames would change everything.
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COMMUNITY SHOWCASE

an article by: The Privateer Poza Boyz

Rather than an “Army Showcase,” this weeks community feature comes in the form of a player group and
club from Germany. We wanted to congratulate and thank a team of players from Germany for their excellent support of the 9th Age project and give them a small feature in the scroll! The pictures included on the
following pages are pictures from their most recent event.
I received a letter as follows:

Greetings from Germany,
My name is Jun or ‘Genjuro_77’ on the forums. First of all, I want to introduce you to our gaming
club - The Privateer Poza Boyz (or PPB Club). Currently we count over 40 members, who play a lot
of different table-top systems, for example 40K, AOS, Bolt Action, Freebooters, Infinity and last but
not least: 9TH AGE. More than twenty or more club members have been playing 9th Age since it was
first published. Our club owns a clubhouse in Siegburg, Germany, with three rooms and six gaming
tables. We are open 24 hours a day, 7 days every week.
The T9A players are administrated and coached by the T9A committee, which consists of four of our
most experienced “rank and file players:” Dennis (Elthraco1489 – Vampire Counts), Robert (Laser
– Highborn Elves), Stephan (Nesro – Orcs and Goblins) and myself, Jun (Genjuro_77 – Dark Elves).
We participate at official T9A tournaments in Europe, organize our own tournament (Mosch Hits
Volume) and initialize lots of club intern events for example the “Group of Regulars Meeting" (GRM),
which we organize every month.
The 4th GRM was organized on the 10th of June with the motto: “Support T9A!” We invited most of
our members who currently play T9A and asked them to raise money to support the 9th Age. We,
the Privateer Poza Boyz, have collected some donations and hereby wish to donate it to YOU, The
9th Age project!
At our most recent GRM we were able to collect 400€, which we would like to donate!
Here the list of donors:
5 EUR by RageChris
10 EUR by Natasake
20 EUR by Laser, Terminator, Galain, Akira, Elthraco1489, Nesro, Bruder Xantos
30 EUR by Blindhawk, Waaaghmachine, Käptn Cola
55 EUR by Genjuro_77
100 EUR by other club members
WE WOULD LIKE THANK YOU VERY MUCH, FOR CREATING THIS FANTASTIC GAME! THANK YOU FOR
PUTTING LOTS OF EFFORT INTO THE PROJECT! WE WOULD LIKE TO THEREFORE DONATE TO THE
PROJECT TO MAKE IT EVEN BETTER!
Jun
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COMMUNITY SHOWCASE

The Privateer Poza Boyz
If you would like to hear more about the PPB you can find more information about them
and get in touch with them:
Through their facebook:
https://www.tabletopturniere.de/club/privateer-poza-boyz
Or on the 9th Age forum:
http://www.the-ninth-age.com/index.php?thread/26966-privateer-poza-boyz-germa-
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INFERNAL DWARVES

an article by: Blonde Beer

Blonde Beer has provided us with an outline of what we can expect from the Infernal Dwarves army book.
Once the Warriors of the Dark Gods and Demon Legions have been released, the rules team will be focussing its attention on several other things. One of them being the Infernal Dwarves! This overview outlines
the character of the Infernal Dwarf army and will give you an inference into what is to come.
The military structure of the infernal dwarf is a mixed
arms style at its core; they have access to a wide multitude of tools. This is represented by having all kinds
of troop types with different roles: tar pits, shooting
infantry, elite infantry, fast, heavy and monstrous cavalry, monstrous infantry, monsters, flying ridden monsters, war machines, and so on. If they see a need for
something, they industriously create this for themselves. The Infernal Dwarves will go to any means
necessary to achieve their goal and refuse to take no
as an answer!
Units are typically well armoured and well equipped
and combined with their excellent training and the
strong physique of dwarves, creates soldiers capable
of holding their own against virtually any opponent.
INFERNAL DWARVES ARMY PLAY STYLES
An infernal dwarf shooting should mainly be short
ranged, highly damaging, and able to move and fire.
War machines should be powerful but have limited
range. Infantry units should be slow and tough to
break and be able to take a charge without breaking
and then through support from dedicated combat
units win a drawn-out grind with the enemy.
The Fiery Anvil
The basic strategy of this mixed arms style list is an advancing but slow-moving main army (typically infantry
dwarf focused), backed up by faster flanking units and
powerful war machines providing covering fire for the
main army’s approach. Once this main army is close
to the enemy they unleash hell with short ranged
shooting and magic, forcing the enemy to either bring
the fight to the dwarves or run away and allow the
dwarves to seize key positions on the battlefield.

Death from Afar
A very shooting oriented and defensive army. The
core of the army are big guns of the highest quality.
They deal pain from afar, to anyone foolish enough to
advance on the dwarves’ position. IF anything reaches the guns, they are defended by smaller guns and
counter charge elements.

The Fast and the Furious
Close combat oriented army. Uses speedy non-dwarf
Strong combat units that are ready to counter-charge units as the focus of the army. These units quickly
enemies who dare engage their shooting units (who engage enemy troops in combat and start grinding.
are brave and durable enough to not run away at first Eventually the slow moving combat dwarves will also
sight of combat) makes engaging the dwarves a bad reach the enemy forces locked in combat with their
choice. Fast moving support units ready to engage faster units, and once the dwarves join the battle it
makes running away from the dwarves a bad choice. should soon be over for the enemy.
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INFERNAL DWARVES
INFERNAL DWARVES STRENGTHS
Leadership bubble
Infernal Dwarves have a culture where only the
strongest of minds reach the top and any Infernal
Dwarf that reaches the top is even more disciplined
Armour
Combining the technological advancement of the than the regular Dwarf. This manifests in the fact that
Infernal dwarves with the rich metal ores in the sur- the army can have base LD10 generals which reprerounding areas results in an empire that can produce sents the iron will these commanders will extend over
high quality armour for a substantial population of all the troops under their command, especially the
non-dwarven one’s.
their soldiers.
These characteristics are the main focal points the Infernal Dwarf army uses to win its battles.

Since the Dwarven physique is strong enough to wear
heavy suits of armour for long periods of time you will
hardly ever see an Infernal Dwarf without the high
quality armour on the battlefield, from the youngest
recruits, to the most grizzled of infernal veterans. This
results in an army that has a very high average armour
save (many should have access to plate armour) but
not in such a way that the army has exceptionally easy
access to extremely good saves (1+).

Leadership independence
This is considered only a half strength. Dwarves
should have good leadership independence (simple
made by keeping Ld9). Non-dwarves should have
considerably lower leadership(5-6 for hobgoblins and
7-8 for Kadims). This represents the simple fact that
the Infernal Empire uses other forces to help on the
battlefield who are less disciplined than the dwarves,
and also helps balance the Infernal Dwarf book and its
many troop options.

Combat grinding
The army has strong combat units, mostly focused
on grinding, thanks to having a good basic defence,
combined with a reliable damage output. An Infernal
Dwarf General is a strong believer in being superior to
the opponent and loves proving this by slowly wearing them down.

Heavy arms fire
Infernal dwarves have some of the most skilled engineers in the world. Naturally they can construct very
powerful war machines. But they are also a semi-industrialized society, which allows them to mass-produce simpler machines. Still, the love for close combat is imbued in their mindset, and as a result a lot of
This means they have reduced burst damage (for ex- their war machines have limited range.
ample impact hits) because they want to savour the
fight.
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INFERNAL DWARVES SOFT WEAKNESS
The infernal Dwarves will have some access to these
strengths but they will not be a focal point of the
army, nor widely available.
Manoeuvrability
The Infernal Dwarves prefer to simply move up to the
enemy and start smashing their skulls in with their
close combat weapons or giving them a quick blast
with their blunderbusses. As a result, they are not
used to dancing around the enemy. If a Infernal Dwarf
had to compared to anything it would probably be a
charging bull or one of their relentless locomotives.
Therefore the ability to quickly change direction, or
having a lot of very mobile units with options like light
troops should be limited in the army.
Chaff
Just like with manoeuvrability, redirecting enemies
isn’t the way of the infernal dwarves. If they need to
stop something on the battlefield, they are more likeINFERNAL DWARVES HARD WEAKNESS
ly to feed it large amounts of slaves than to try to lure
it away using chaff as redirectors.
These characteristics are unlikely to appear in the InWhen building an Infernal Dwarf army, it should be fernal Dwarves army.
a real noticeable sacrifice to bring any form of chaff
to the table. Either taking chaff will block other important choices, or the Infernal Dwarf chaff is in one
way or another suboptimal. Any kind of chaff in core
should be completely impossible.

Combat - First turn damage capabilities
All combat units are oriented towards grinding, and
not towards dealing more damage in the first turn.
Options like lances, light lances, thunderous charge,
impact hits, hatred, are considered to boost “First
turn damage capabilities” and should not be the way
the army fights its battles. ID units should as a baseline have low initiative. To prevent model invalidation
we will look at excepting certain units like the Goblin
Wolf Rider with light lance since they are not main
combat units.

Ranged - small arms fire
Due to advanced technology and a strong economy,
infernal dwarves can construct some of the most
powerful dwarf-held weapons available. So why
would a proud dwarf wield a primitive weapon such
as a bow? Nonsense like that is left for Goblins and Elf
Special deployment
weaklings!
Special deployment covers rules such as ambush,
Apart from hobgoblins with bows, small arms fire scout and vanguard. We use this to differentiate beweapons shouldn’t exist. And meaningful hobgoblin tween ID and DH. Both armies have limited manoeushooting should not be a competitive option since vrability. ID have better speed (average) while DH use
Infernal dwarves don’t employ hobgoblins to do the special deployment rules, but once on the table they
primarily shooting.. they gain immense pleasure from are both slow. It is highly unlikely any unit will have
special deployment options (scout, vanguard, amdoing that themselves!
bush etc).
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INFERNAL DWARVES
INFERNAL DWARVES BALANCED ASPECTS
Since the Infernal Dwarves are a very varied army
book, we will have a look at how this influences the
more average specifications of some of the army wide
abilities.

Mobility – speed
This is an army with an average speed. Infantry tends
to be slow but the army contains faster units, such as
monsters, cavalry and beasts.

Defence - special saves
Kadims are supernals, and as such it should be perfectly fine to keep their ward saves. However, to keep
this from being a main form of defence for this army,
it should be avoided in non-supernal units.

Ranged - mobile shooting and medium arms fire
Shooting for this army is pictured something like this:

Defence – numbers
Although the Infernal Dwarves are not an horde army,
it should have access to cheap units (hobgoblins and
potentially various forms of slaves). Nevertheless,
very cheap models (goblin or vermin slave class)
should be limited to avoid typical ID armies fielding
above 100+ models,

•
•

Short ranged
High damage output - especially the big guns
(heavy arms fire)
• Somewhat mobile* (not applicable to war machines)
*By dwarf standards, not by elven standards. Infantry
weapons might for example have quick to fire, allowing them to move 3” with no penalty. That is considered “somewhat mobile”.

In contrast DH shooting would be more static, better
Defence – toughness
range, less damaging.
Toughness shouldn’t be the main defence for this
army. T4 for dwarves is average, and T5 for some of Note that with small arms fire being a weakness, blunthe heroes are perfectly fine.
derbusses and flintlocks need to become more powerful, therefor deal more damage or have better AP,
Defence - avoiding hits
more shots, higher strength or a mix of these.
Avoiding hits shouldn’t be the main defence for this
army. They shouldn’t rely on things such as distracting Support wagons/characters
or hard target as main defence.
Infernal dwarves are self-centred beings that mainly
look to themselves and don’t care much about others.
Leadership - ignore morale
Soldiers are mostly involuntary conscripts, and power
Army wide rules for ignoring panic or break tests comes mostly from fear and absolute laws. Thus inspiare not standard for the army. But a couple of units rational leaders or objects do not inspire the Infernal
(Kadims) that are Immune to Psychology and/or have Dwarves as much as the more malleable lesser races.
daemonic instability could be seen.
If you want something done, you do it with engineering or magic, instead of inspirational talks.
There are exceptions, Disciples of Lugar are known
to use charisma to get what they want, and unit-enchaining magical artefacts are not something unheard
of in the Infernal Empire
The 1.3 army book is seen as having very strong support options. Ring of Desiccation and Fan the Flames
are two rules that are easy to incorporate into the
army and have very potent effects. As this is not supposed to be a strength in the army, this will have to be
considered in the next iteration of the book.
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UNPLAYABLE PLAY STYLES
Avoidance/harassment
Infernal Dwarves don’t shy away from a fight. They
don’t run and hide from those they consider as inferior (everyone else) and therefore avoidance is not
their style.

Horde army
Infernal dwarves don’t trust allies and slaves enough
to rely on them for more than a limited role. Horde
armies based around non-dwarf units should not be
possible. No sensible Infernal Dwarf wants an slave
uprising during battle!

Death star
The army is supposedly built around mixed arms approach. Putting all your eggs in one basket goes very
much against this concept. Furthermore, infernal
dwarves lack the speed and supportive elements to
make one unit truly useful as a death star.
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BACKGROUND & ARTS

an article by: Giladis and Scottish Knight

Fabian,
I have heard of the misfortune of ambassador Rennstein. The poor fool was here prior
to his voyage, seeking wisdom, but the evidence shows he took none of it with him. I still
believe it was a folly to send him to the elves of the White Isles, yet he sought answers
for the predicament the people of Fredericksberg have. Those poor folks have been living with the Saurians these many years. Yet those scaled beings are as inscrutable to
us as the crocodilians basking in the sun in the Imperial Menagerie. I do not dare to
guess what drives these enigmatic beings for they are as likely to attack as they are to
defend those with whom they come into contact, unless provoked. What can be gleaned
from drunken testimonies of vagabonds and adventurers who lived to tell their tales is:
"bow low, get out of their way and hope they don't show at your doorstep". If you are
lucky and your pocket is deep enough to loosen the tongue of a dwarf in the Red Boar
you might hear one of their hymns filled with malice and dread that one has to wonder
what horrible age would begin should the Saurian lords of myth rise once again.
However, It seems my instructions on the ways of the elves fell on deaf ears. The
courtiers and lords of Aldan are civilised beyond the imagination of the less fortunate
folk of the world. But those among them who sit on the high council are as cunning
and ruthless as any of the three crimson clad Potentates governing their warlike kin
in Silexia. Was it the long voyage or the fabled visage of the elf queen, that turned
Rennstein’s brain to mush? Whatever it was, he paid for his mistakes in both blood
and pearls. One could almost name him lucky the queen’s consort was a Ryman noble.
All clad from head to toe in an image of a dragon and with a steed to match there is
little doubt he was anything else. As etiquette was breached honour had to be upheld
and Rennstein, raised a knight, chose the lance.
You have seen the charge of the Equitan Knights at the seventh battle of the Fords of
Gewache. I remember you claimed that it was the most amazing feat of horsemanship
in the world. Now I must contest that title is not without contest. The dragonclad
knights of the White Isles are faster, and far more graceful than any woman born
warrior I have seen. Ultimately it seems it was his poor showing which saved Rennstein’s life; apparently the elf was so disappointed he withheld the final blow and just
walked away, leaving Vogt to drag the bruised and bloodied ambassador back to the
ship. Yet this misfortune he brought upon himself could fall on us all, the Imperial
court is divided what to do in response. Some want to send gifts of appeasement, others
clamour for war and Reichsmarschall Haas will be visiting us in two days hence to
discuss the matter.
Until we meet again,
Sigmund
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BACKGROUND AND ARTS

It appeared to me that Herr Selig was more inclined to talk in recent days. My
consistent pestering, although coming at a price, has taught me a great deal
about the world. His knowledge far exceeds what I thought possible for one person. He is an expert in many things. However, as my personal enquiry is in the
name of culture, places and people I will share to you some of the more interesting
elements of our conversations.
What is the nature of the undead? Is there a distinction between those raised by
vampires and those raised by the Undying Pharaoh’s of Aptesh?
I am no theologian to address the subtleties of the soul, but I will say I have observed a difference between certain aspects of the living dead. Those foot soldiers
of the Dynasties move with an eerie purpose and a silent discipline. Their skulls
may display an unchanging grin, but I swear I have glimpsed an intelligence
behind those empty eyes.
I once encountered a risen cadaver – a servant of a vampire. By contrast, they
often display a more primitive demeanour. No less unsettling, perhaps more so.
None of the clean bleached bone or ancient but maintained equipment. Rather,
they look like what they are, corpses dragged from the ground to perform some
macabre service, to be returned to their restless sleep.
Where do dragons live? Where do they come from? Are they sentient?
Few are those who have ever found the nest of a dragon. Fewer still survive the
experience. For many an age, the value of a dragon’s egg has driven expeditions
to take dire risks. As a result, dragons seem to make their homes in the most inaccessible of locations - rocky crags, distant mountains, remote islands, some even
in the Wasteland and other areas of high magic or where the veil is thinnest.
No one living knows where dragons come from - so long as other races have recorded their history, there have been depictions of drakes. The oldest paintings
in caves and Saurian artefacts show them, sometimes in combat, other times
displayed like gods.
As for sentience, I spoke with a dragon once. The briefest of encounters, while
travelling a remote mountain pass. I sought some obscure wisdom, the sort youth
believes can only be found in remote places. The wisdom I found was not what I
expected, but I have treasured it since. The rumble of words like thunder, from a
throat never built to form our speech, yet unwilling to be prevented by mere biology. The conversation I keep to myself and treasure, but I will name it the most
terrifying, exhilarating and humbling experience of my long years. Sentient does
not begin to cover the intellect I witnessed that day.
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Within the Empire of Sonnstahl, are there different nations, cultures, languages?
What are they?
The Empire of Sonnstahl is a single nation, formed in the last Age, the 9th Age,
around the memory of Sunna and her role in liberating much of the people of
Vetia. In recent years, Sonnstahl has allied itself with neighbouring Destria
through marriage, but the heart of the nation was built around the tribes who
followed Sunna in the early years - the Askar, the Breidar, the Gjothar, and a
dozen smaller groups. Their languages have blended over hundreds of years, yet
traces can be seen in remaining traditions and dialects.
What purpose does the Steel Road have?
I have travelled the Steel Road, and it is a marvel. Machines travelling hundreds
of miles, faster than a horse and coach, and most of the way underground. The
entire project is secretive, and the journey for any not of the Dwarven people is a
costly experience. However, I have spoken with gem merchants and the like who
swear by the speed and safety - provided you pay the tolls and obey the laws.
The Steel Road is an endeavour of titanic proportions, and it is believed to have
been prompted by centuries of bitter clashes between ogre caravans crossing the
Blasted Plain and Infernal legions seeking to secure trade routes. However, the
dwarves of that region have ever been secretive with their intentions, and who can
say if their true purpose is so simple. After all, Infernal ambitions have changed
the world once before.
Where is the domain of the Ogre Khans? Can they be found in other regions?
The Ogre Khans control large swathes of Augea, in and around the Sky Mountains. The Silk Road passes through much of their territory, allowing for trade
between Tsuandan and Vetian nations. However, like all peoples, Ogres can be
found beyond this one location. Ogres often find work as mercenaries. Contingents can be found fighting for all manner of employers, where the deal is right.
They also hold outposts around the Sea of Gods, to facilitate the caravans trekking the long Silk Road and arriving in Avras or other Vetian cities.
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MINIHAMMER

Editted by: Jack Austin

Minihammer is a new take on playing the 9th age, namely in a smaller, 10mm scale.

A gaming group of friends in Sweden has started
experimenting with this concept and it turned into
something quite nice. This article will go into that concept, explaining how it works and why others should
consider giving this a try as well!

“It will all fit in a small carrying case! Two armies, gaming
board, terrain, all that you
need to play. Perfect for traveling, giving demos and a lot
of fun anywhere...oh and it's
really affordable!”
That was the “sales pitch” Danny gave to Albin about
two years ago, after he has just finished up a 10mm
Dark Ages project. He then send some links to some
retailers of 10 mm fantasy miniatures and the two
of them then messaged back and forth for a while,
discussing different rules sets, scale and size for this
“mini miniature game” and finally landed on The 9th
Age in 10 mm scale. Later that day some armies and
custom bases were ordered and the game was on!

What followed was a few months of painting, lots
of talking and sending pictures back and forth between The Netherlands (where Danny was living) and
northern Sweden. At first it was just the two of them
building away on this “new” way of playing mass fantasy battles, hoping to get some games in when Danny’s next visit to Sweden was due. But soon though,
through sheer force of attraction and some convincing the group grew. Some friends of both Danny and
Albin, multi hobbyists and “early skeptics” alike, in the
northern Swedish town of Skellefteå joined in and
started building their own armies, the afford-ability a
key aspect in their convincing. Now, with Danny moving to Sweden and a steady group of players, Minihammer is a fact and is gaining attention world-wide.
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So, “how does this Minihammer stuff work?” , one
might ask.
The key aspect is very simple: everything is halved.
Measurements, base-sizes, the battleground and the
miniatures. That means that a normal 20x20mm or
a 25x50mm base in Minihammer is a 10x10mm and
12,5x25mm base respectively. A normal 8inch march

move becomes a 4 inch march move in Minihammer
on a 24x36inches gaming surface. Last but not least,
10mm scale miniatures where chosen due to a number of reasons (over 14/15mm miniatures), but mostly because individual models look better on the bases.

So why would one want to play T9A in 10mm, or why not simply play games such as Warmaster?
Well, to give you folks a short(er) answer, let me just give you a summary of reasons that convinced us to playing the game as we do:
• It's extremely portable and storable. A army can fit in a lunch box and an entire game (2 armies, books,
terrain, accessories) can fit in one carry case.
• It can be played on a 24x36inch surface, making almost every kitchen table a potential battlefield.
• It's extremely affordable. With free T9A rules and a good amount of 10mm manufacturers, the average
cost in our group for a single army, with plenty of unit choices and more points than a average tournament
standard, was about 40-60. Add about $10-20 for all required custom bases and movement trays. Scenery
pieces are also very affordable.
• Many people are familiar with Warhammer Fantasy Battles, making this scale and ruleset very appealing
and recognizable, making it a perfect entry or re-start into the hobby. Oh and else the quick starter rules
written by T9A are even more perfect for beginners or quick games!
• This scale is relatively easy and quick to paint and looks really good in “block formation” units. Especially
in the palm of your hand!
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“The idea of Minihammer was born from the inconvenience of transporting entire 28mm armies over
long distances. I know very well how much time, energy and worry that goes into this endeavor. That was
one of the main reasons why I invested into magnetizing my armies which turned out to be my best war
gaming investment I ever did. This meant, however,
Our gaming group had a recent first time casual tour- that Minihammer, even though it was a great idea,
nament at a local gaming convention which received didn't appeal to me at first. This was until I tried it out
much praise and attention. Here's a anecdote from with my furry gnoblar models, as I played as Ogres at
one of our group members and “early skeptic” Anton: a gaming night back at my place. After that night I was
sold because of how this scale actually improved the
gaming experience for me and soon I had ordered my
own magnetized Undying Dynasties army.”
By now, our gaming group has a number of finished
and good looking armies which include Sylvian Elves,
Knights of Equitaine, Dwarven Holds, Saurian Ancients, The Empire of Sonnstahl, Undying Dynasties
and there's a Goblin, Warriors of the Dark Gods and
Vampire Covenant army in the making!

“I actually think this
scale should be the
standard for new players of the hobby and I
would really like to see
10mm miniatures be
sold in all hobby gaming stores for this reason.”
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So, if you liked the pictures and info in this article and wonder how to get started, here are some tips:
• We have a running user blog on T9A forums. (With the same name as the article.)
• We have a active, social and growing Facebook group called Minihammer. Feel free to hop right in, we're
very happy to help and don't bite!
• Custom bases are ordered by us from war-bases.co.uk. They have great and fast service and are always
happy to help.
• We use custom range rulers where 1 “normal” inch is ½ inch on the ruler. We refer to these as “minches”
as thought up by Anton, making gameplay a lot smoother.
• For all our armies, we have used a variety of historical and fantasy miniatures from the following retailers/
manufacturers:
• Magister Militum
• Pendraken
• Polarfox
• Eureka Miniatures

We hoped you liked the article and want to come and have a look at the blog and/or on the Facebook page!
And if you do decide to start with Minihammer, please share your progress with us! We're curious!
Best war-gaming regards,
Danny van de Wijngaard
Albin Åström
And the rest of the Skellefteå crew!
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OCCULTISM

Article by: Henry Miller

The last month or so I have been playing a lot with Occultism. This path is little seen or used in the community
so I have decided to share my thoughts on the path, its uses and some of its strengths and weaknesses.

Leave ye not the shadows, ye who dabble in the Hidden Art. Get
thee to the gallows, where thief and murderer leave their heart.
Seek ye not in open roads, where common man can make his way,
For the power of our ancient codes suffers not clear light of day.
- So state the opening lines of the infamous Occult Creed. Of unknown provenance, the poem ranks among the primary causes for
the dire reputation of the mysterious Path of Occultism.

Armies and Models that can use Occultism
Occultism has what could be argued as some of the most powerful spells in the game. However, it is used
infrequently because few armies have access to the path and it is less optimal for some armies than others.
A quick list of models that can use Occultism:
•
Von Karnstien Vampires
•
Nosferatu Vampires – The model I used at the ETC warm up last month
•
Brotherhood of the Dragon Vampires
•
Yema Dread Elf Oracles
•
Infernal Dwarves Prophet
•
Warriors of the Dark Gods Sorcerers
How good is Occultism
Strengths
The Sacrifice: This path attribute allows you access
to the boosted versions of spells at a price – a blood
price. This is strength in some armies. The Vampire
Coven have cheap troops for example zombies. One
trick I was employing was raising a new unit with the
generals bound spell and then doing the sacrifice on
the newly raised unit to avoid doing five wounds on
my main blocks. Most of the armies that have access
to Occultism have cheap troops. Infernal Dwarves
have goblins and orcs that are inexpensive, Warriors
of the Dark Gods have barbarians.

On the other hand, Dread Elves could struggle with
The Sacrifice because of expensive troops and generally small numbers. You can work around this by having your units in only one rank. Again, this means that
you have to bring along a unit of legionaries or axillaries which are forced into a certain role which might
be tough in an elf army that requires all its points in
purposeful and flexible units much of the time.

’Can’t get a sane word out of them,
sir. They keep rocking back and
forth and babbling about “it came
from his mouth”.’

If you are going to run an “Occultism list,” you must
bring the chattel for sacrifice! I think this is super
characterful to the path and something you should
consider when building an army list.
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The Pentagram of Pain has a similar issue in that it
damages your own units as well as your opponents. In
Undead armies, this has little significance unless you
are brining small chaff units like bats and wolves. On
the plus side, it can really handle chaff and be cast into
combat and while in combat! In a Warriors or Infernal
Dwarf army, high toughness and armor save will save
you from damage and again will help deal with small
chaff units. When you have no shooting, these kind of
damage spells are super useful. Whereas casting this
as a Dread Elf oracle in the middle of your army could
spell disaster for an MSU army.

Having a Remains in Play spell is a great asset to a
path, especially in the form of Forbidden Knowledge.
The boosted version can hinder your opponent’s magic phase as well as buff your own magic. Assuming you
are running a Master with a book with this path, you
are going to be able to shut down any magic phase
either by having a re-roll to dispel or forcing them to
use dice to stop it. At the ETC warm up most of my
opponents would prioritise dispelling this spell either
in my magic phase with dispel dice, allowing me to get
off other damage spells or dispel it with power dice in
their turn.

The Character or Monster snipe spell, Marked for
Doom, Brings some focused, high strength direct
damage and much needed range to the path. Repeated casts of this spell can be a headache for any character without a ward save. It is also a nice contrast to
the other two direct damage spells for those tougher
opponents with high armor save. Strength 10 and D3
wounds will go through any defense. It is essentially a
Without a doubt, Occultism has two of the best dam- short range cannon that can be boosted to take out
age spells in the game. The Grave Calls, dealing out characters and should be used as such.
2D6 S6 hits (with a sacrifice, or S5 without), while only
12” range, can be game changing. Breath of Corrup- Having a “0 spell” makes the path versatile. If there
tion which can be boosted to 18” range is great in is a spell that you don’t want or can’t use, you can alcertain situations. AP (6) hits is nothing to be snuffed ways change to The Pentagram, which in my opinion
at even with S3 hits. You can decimate expensive units is one of the better spells so long as it damages you
of elven knights and even do some solid damage to T4 opponent more than your own units. More imporhigh armor save units such as Crusher Knights or Vam- tantly it can heal your caster!
pire Knights. 2D6 S3 is also useful against small chaff
units and skirmishers. Just remember that there are
some units who have toxic resistance such as Vermin
If ye master tears, poison, soil of
Plague units! A combination of the two spells means
grave, and still avoid the noose. All
that, if rolled, you have an offensive weapon for all
the power of Darkness will be thy
situations.

slave – but only ye can find its use.

At the ETC warm up vs Team Sweden, I two-shotted
a courtesan of lust with a combination of 2D6 S6 and
2d6 S3 toxic in one magic/shooting phase.
Possibly the greatest strength of Occultism is its very
low casting values compared to the spells that are
cast. With a +3 to cast, getting 2D6 Strength 6 hits on
your opponent for a 9+ means that you can relativeWhen our Queen broke their shield
ly reliably get this spell off on 3 dice and very reliawall, it raised its arms and her majbly get it off on 4 dice (unless you roll four 1’s which
esty suddenly screamed, and just...
happened to me last weekend…). Furthermore, the
dissolved. All that was left was a
Breath of Corruption on a 6+ is even a 1 dicer if you
are feeling brave. Frankly, on a +3 to cast you can 1
puddle of black slime. What kind of
dice cast the first 5 spells in this path if you are willpower can do that to a person?!
ing to take the risk of losing concentration. Combined
with a few bound spells and you have a seriously scary
magic phase so long as the spells are relevant.
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Weaknesses
Occultism is very caster centric. The Weapon Skill buff/
de-buff spell, The Rot Within is very strong in certain
situations. However, its strength is when used by a
fighting character. For example, repeated casts from
a vampire lord against a Demon Prince or Chaos lord
can heavily swing a combat in the undead’s favour. If
you can get the enemy character down to WS 5 when
riding a Colossal Zombie Dragon, they will hit you on
a 5+. Or if you build your characters with pestilence
or glittering cuirass, they will hit you on 5’s in combat
because of distracting if you can drop them down to
an equal weapon skill. Again, with an elf Oracle, the
buff that you get from the boosted version isn’t really
going to help you much, however decreasing the WS
of you enemies can help your squishy elves survive.
This de-buff is PERMANENT! Be sure to remind your
opponents of this when casting for dramatic effect!
You really should build your list and character set up
around this path for it to be successful.

The ward save spell I feel is probably the worst spell in
the path. While it is useful, the damage spells are always better in my experience. You shouldn’t put yourself in a position where you need to rely on a ward
save (such as putting a dragon in a position where it
can be shot by a cannon is bad play). I am always trading this spell for the Pentagram. Which as pointed out
above gives some versatility to the path.
The other obvious weakness to Occultism is its short
range in general. Putting your caster within 18 or 12”
of your opponent’s powerful units/spell casters is always a risky. You can usually be in charge range, especially at 12”, short range shooting meaning more
damage and within enemy spell range. I would say
therefore that the path lends itself to a fast or flying
character which can maneuver round the sides of the
enemy and stay out of danger.

It spreads with grotesque speed, a torment beyond description. May
Sunna protect you from practitioners of the Hidden Art; I would
not wish it on the blackest soul in Hell.

My ETC build and list

•
•
•

Nosferatu Vampire Count, Blood Magic (Ancient Blood Power), General,
Wizard Master, Book of Arcane Power, Ring of Fire, Colossal Zombie Dragon
Necromancer
Barrow King Battle Standard Bearer with Tullius teeth

•
•
•

30 Skeletons, Command Group, Icon of the Relentless Company
30 Skeletons, Halberds, Command Group
26 Zombies, Musician and Standard

•
•

24 Barrow Guard, Command Group, Banner of the Barrow Kings
Cadaver Wagon

•
•

4 Vampire knights, Musician
5 Vampire Knights, Musician
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While I feel my list was far from optimal the Occultism Nosferatu Vampire on the Zombie Dragon was
fantastic! The army itself was built around the path;
No small chaff units to maximize the negative effects
of The Pentagram. The dragon gives and 18” march
bubble and allows the maneuverability that is needed
for the short range and bubble spells.

PER TURN on the dragon! Five! Two from each Evocation and Gates of the Netherworld special rule and
one from the good old Pentegram of Pain! Losing one
or two or five (im looking at you clipped wings cannons) wounds here or there then isn’t so bad because
you can easily heal them back again. A perfect example is with the Blood Magic power. Taking 1 wound to
re roll a magic dice is fine because you can always heal
I had 3 solid blocks for scoring and some fast scoring it back again and the T 6 from the Zombie Dragon mitin the form of the vampire knights (every unit bar the igates the effects of miscasts even more. You ALWAYS
dragon was scoring) which meant I could contest al- get wounded on 6s even if you cast with 5 dice.
most any objective/scenario.
There were a few tricks to the build that added an
extra level to the Occultism magic phase. Everyone
knows that “magic is unreliable” because of its randomness. Introducing: Blood Magic, the Ancient
Blood Power for a Nosferatu Vampire. In my opinion,
this is probably the single best ability for any wizard in
the game. For those who don’t want to rifle through
the Vampire Covenant book, the power allows you to
re-roll one of the magic flux dice at the expense of a
wound (at the end of the phase, so no healing it back
that round). I can’t count the number of times I rolled
a 1 and 4, 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 and turned a low or medium magic phase into a 4 and 5 or sometimes even
a 6 and 6. There were odd times I turned a 2 into a 1
or rolled a second 1 – I guess he missed the vein that
time! Nevertheless this makes your already considerably offensive magic phase RELIABLE! In addition, you As I said above the list was far from optimal and was
can (relatively) safely throw 5 dice at a spell because a mixture of the models I had available and what I
the power also reduces the MDU of miscasts by 1.
thought was good. With such small blocks an extra
Evocation would have been useful but I was maxed
The Nosferatu also gains the Evocation trait spell. I’m out on characters with the BSB which I feel is essennot going into the ins and outs of why raising troops tial with such a small unit of barrow guard (who are
is essential to a Vampire Covenant army but needless the only infantry unit in the list that can do any fightto say - its good. With a +3 to cast from the Book of ing). However, the Cadaver Wagon helped to buff the
Arcane Power means that this spell can be effectively raise spells by +2 models per cast when bubble raising
cast on 1 dice or bubbled at 6” range very reliably on (which I attempted almost every turn).
2 dice.
The list itself performed relatively well. It came in mid
I also eluded to bound spells above. The Ring of Fire table with 56/120 points. From what I can tell it also
might be overkill, but it adds yet another damage ele- caused some problems in the matchup process. I’m
ment to your battery. The Ring and the Generals raise sure a better player than me could get more positive
spell can be both cast with 1 dice and have no risk of results and there are certainly ways to improve the list
losing concentration.
construction. However, I think Occultism is definitely
an underused and underestimated path of magic!
The final combo worth mentioning is concerning the
Necromancer (in his pants). This model brings an ex- If this article has inspired you to try out Occultism or
tra raise to the list which is needed with the relatively even just take something different, please write to us
small starting sizes to the blocks. Having two raises at the scroll and let us know! You can write to me at
means that you can heal a grand total of 5 WOUNDS
scroll@the-ninth-age-com.
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THE GREEN IDOL: IT LIVES!
One aspect of the wargaming hobby that can be as rewarding as actually playing the game or painting up models
can be to create your own theme or fluff to go with your army. I can’t say that I’m very experienced when it comes
to the variety of games out there, since I have kept myself mostly to just one before I began playing the 9th Age
but one impression I’ve had of company driven games is that there, for obvious reasons often exist some rather
strict norms on which models to use and how they should be represented and such. Besides being a really good
game I think the 9th Age also comes with somewhat unique freedom when it comes to choosing your models,
their appearance and coming up with fluff. The wish to own armies that have more of a unique and personal touch
is something that has grown on me through the years. Before this has mostly come to be through kitbashing
and such since I’m no sculptor but I’ve left my comfort zone and tried out more of a recycle approach lately.

I have therefore decided to dedicate this article to
the latest addition to my Orc and Goblin army, more
specifically The Green Idol. My envisioning of this
creature is much like a minecraft creeper made out of
stone and lacking the exploding ability. It’s brought to
life through orc magic channeled through the crude
orc face nailed to the rock. For those of you who
aren’t following I made these concept doodles who
might and might not clear things out for you.

It might be because I’m starting to get old that I
instead of kitbashing a bunch of expensive models
would choose the road of the cheapskate and try to
get away without spending any money at all. Instead
of buying plastic shaped like mishapen rocks I took a
stroll in my yard and a nearby forest and got home
with these regular mishapen stones and some pieces
of dead trees instead. Continuing the stroll inside the
house I also came across som lolly sticks that I cut into
the shape of a typical orcish facemask.
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So from now on I’ll take you through the assembling and painting process until we reach the end where you
can decide if I’m a genius or a morron, or the unlikely case of something in between.
[1 ▼] First off I glued the parts together and carved some orifices into the peice of bark that I used as the face.
Since I didnt have any suitable base I cut one out from a cd case.

[2 ▶] Next I basecoated
the whole thing with black
acrylic paint. You can
probably not see it but here
I have layered the black up
to a still rather dark grey.
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[◀ 3] I wanted all the orifices to glow with orc magic
so this was the first step to create that lighting effect.
I’ve just coated and washed a bit with a few different
shades of greenish yellow.

[4 ▶] To get more of a glow feel I’ve painted a rather
light yellow in the middle and drybrushed the edges
of the orifices with a lighter shade of the green and
yellow.

[◀ 5] Next I got the mask on. The numbers were there
to help me remember where to put the pieces, which
helped most of the time.
[6 ▼]The mask got some red paint and a black wash.
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[7 ▼] Here I’ve layered up the red with some orange. [8 ▼] The result ends like this and lastly I’ve highlighted
Starting to work at an attempt at source lighting it the rock parts of the model.
looks like this.

To take your excitement down a notch I end this with a short description of the base.
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[◀ 1] I used a Cd case as I mentioned with some
styrofoam shaped like rocks and some sand stolen
from the local playground glued to it. Basecoated
as the model and then layered up with green on the
sand and grey on the styrofoam to make it look more
like rocks and swamplike undergrowth.

[2 ▼] The swampparts I painted a light brown and used dark wash to try and create the illusion of depth in the
last step. I also put on a bit of purple wash at the edges to give more of a alien feel to it.

[◀ 3 ▶] So time to glue things
together! After splicing some
woodland scenic realistic water,
with a hint of purple on it and
thrown some citadel dead grass
one it was done.

Despite being mostly just rock colored it was actually a very
fun project which I’m rather pleased with and I think it will
look awesome on the board when I come around to finish the
rest of the army.
Almost as important as the model, except for the colors and
the basing it didn’t cost a penny which is pretty neat!
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DOWNLOAD THE 9TH AGE RULE SET FOR FREE AT
THE-NINTH-AGE.COM
AND BRING YOUR ARMIES TO THE TABLE

